Year 3 / 4 Student Worksheet

Activity One: Features and Creatures Guessing Game

In Class Option: Sit back to back with a group member in your
class.
Online Option: Select either: your teacher; a member of your
online class; or, a family member to be your drawing partner.
Rules:
Each person thinks of an animal and draws a picture of it on a
piece of paper (shhh... keep it a secret from each other and
don't let your partner see or know what your animal is!).
Pick one person to go first. This person describes their
animal's features to their partner without saying the name of
the animal or the noises that it makes. For example: pointy
ears, 4 legs, spots, etc.
The second person must try to guess what the animal is.
After person two has guessed correctly, swap over and
repeat this task with person two now describing their animal
to person one.
After the activity, think about the ways that you and your
partner's animals are similar and different.
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SIMILAR AND DIFFERENT ANIMALS

This is Farmer Claire. She lives in Birchip, Victoria. Claire has crops
and sheep on her farm.
We use animals on farms for food and fibre.
Activity Two: Farmer Claire's Bio
Read the information about Farmer Claire and discuss with your
class what you think you might see and hear in the video about her
farm.
Source: Farmer Claire, Farmer Time, Produce It. Protect It.
URL: https://farmertime.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2-Claire-Years-3-4.pdf

Activity Three: VIC Farmer Time - Farmer Claire
Watch Farmer Claire's VIC Farmer Time video and look and listen
for features of her animals that are similar and different.
Source: Farmer Claire, Farmer Time, Produce It. Protect It.
URL: https://farmertime.com.au/growing-and-changing-on-the-farm
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Activity Four: Similarities and Differences in Sheep
Animals have similarities and differences to each other. When we
observe animals, we can look at features such as their body
covering (feathers, fur, scales), ear shapes (pointy, round) and
their number of legs (2, 4, 6 or 8) to determine how the animals
might be like each other or different from each other.
Animals like sheep can be very similar, but they also can look very
different.
Compare Farmer Claire's sheep in Group A and Group B.
In the table below, record one way that the sheep look similar and
one way that they look different.

Group A

Group B

Similar

Different
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Can you remember why one of Farmer Claire's sheep looks smaller
than the other sheep? Write the reason here:

When animals look very similar on a farm (like these cows) and
there are lots of them, farmers can tell them apart by giving them
numbers. Can you see the tag on this cow? It looks like an earring.

These ear tags are used to tell the cows apart. What number can
you see written on the cow's ear tag?

Look carefully at Farmer Paul's cows (from Gippsland, Victoria).
What do you notice about one of them?
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SIMILAR AND DIFFERENT SEEDS

Activity Five: Comparing Seeds
Observe the wheat and cotton seeds in the pictures below
and think about the features that are the same and the
features that are different (colour, shape, size, texture, etc.).
Discuss these ideas with your group/class.
Record your ideas in the Venn diagram.

WHEAT
SEEDS

COTTON
SEEDS
For more Information about cotton:
https://cottonaustralia.com.au/education-kit

WHEAT PLANTS

WHEAT MAKES

COTTON PLANTS

COTTON MAKES
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HOW ARE THE SEEDS SIMILAR AND DIFFERENT?
WHEAT SEEDS

WHEAT SEEDS
ARE DIFFERENT
BECAUSE:

SIMILARITIES
BETWEEN THE SEEDS:

COTTON SEEDS ARE
DIFFERENT
BECAUSE:

COTTON SEEDS

